
1 Emergency Daily Carry (EDC)
It's purpose is as a compact, portable tool 
kit you may otherwise not have access to 
or time to acquire in an emergency.  It will 
complement other kits such as your Get 
Home Bag or Car Kit.  This is a member’s 
small EDC actually in use for many 
months. 

2 Cable Keyring
These Cable Key Rings are stainless steel 
cable.  Vktech Stainless Steel Wire 
Keychain Cable Key Ring

3 Fire Steel Rod
Long after a Bic lighter or matches run out, 
the Fire Steel will still be producing fires 
from intensely hot sparks.  The steel rod 
contains flint to spark and magnesium to 
burn when scraped with the steel striker.  
Schrade Large Ferro Rod with Striker Plate 
and Lanyard

5 Keyring Caches
These sealable canisters can be used to 
store anything such as money, written info, 
maps, fire starting materials, medication or 
water treatment tablets.  Pack of 2 
Waterproof Alum Pill Box Keychain with 
Key Ring 
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    The Emergency Daily Carry is a composite tool set intended to supply a minimum but 
effective solution to such common needs as fire, cutting, light, signaling, defense, food, money; 
the list goes on.  It is limited only by your imagination and somewhat by space.

    The set shown here is a thoroughly workable and effective solution and you should plan on 
doing this as a minimum.  Experience or changing circumstances or priorities may alter this but 
the abilities and skills related to these items must be covered, either here or in another way and 
proficiency will need to be demonstrated with your own equipment to someone in CPG to prove 
it.   The buddy system is highly recommended in study and practical application drills.  
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5 Keyring Can Opener
These can hang on a keyring or lanyard 
and can open any standard food can.  Buy  
the best quality and get 5 or 10 and put 
them in every bag.  GI P-38 Can Opener 
(5-pack)

6 LED Light
When the power goes out or you’re 
stranded, this will light your way to your 
tools or allow you to read the map.  It helps 
you get quickly into your car or home.   
Photon Micro-Light I keychain flashlight | 
PhotonLight.com

7 Folding Knife (or Multi-tool)
Be able to cut a rope, tape, cloth or 
sharpen a pencil or trim a candle. Should 
have a ring or some way to fasten to other 
items.  Hundreds to choose from.  SOG 
brand, 2.25” stainless locking blade knife 
for keychains and backup.  $9.99 Amazon 
SOG  FF94 QAD Micron 2.0 Knife

8 Keyring Whistles
There are many whistles.  Some are 
simpler, some more piercing, some are 
smaller or flatter.  All are important for 
signaling, or calling attention or help.  This 
is a Acme 636 Safety Whistle.

Survival Signal Whistles
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     Each of the items may have several names but we chose a common one which will yield 
many choices when used to search on the internet.  Where possible, consider buying from one 
source to save on shipping.  For example, everything here is available on Amazon.

     This is a small EDC.  If you carry a purse, courier bag or briefcase, there are a number of 
supplementary items to consider adding.  Many items will be included in other kits (Get Home 
Kit, Bugout Bag, Car Bag, etc) so consider purchasing more than one to save on shipping and 
time.  RS
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